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- Specified in the IEEE 
802.1aq standard, is a 
computer networking 
technology intended to 
simplify the creation and 
configuration of networks, 
while enabling multipath 
routing.

- Link State Protocol

- Based on IS-IS 



-The standard is the replacement for the older spanning tree protocols such as IEEE 
802.1D, IEEE 802.1w, and IEEE 802.1s. These blocked any redundant paths that could 
result in layer 2(Data Link Layer), whereas IEEE 802.1aq allows all paths to be active 
with multiple equal cost paths, and provides much larger layer 2 topologies.



 802.1aq is an amendment to the "Virtual Bridge Local Area 
Networks“ and adds Shortest Path Bridging (SPB).

 Shortest path bridging, which is undergoing IEEE’s 
standardization process, is meant to replace the spanning 
tree protocol (STP). STP was created to prevent bridge loops 
by allowing only one path between network switches or ports. 
When a network segment goes down, an alternate path is 
chosen and this process can cause unacceptable delays in a 
data center network. 



 The ability to use all available physical 
connectivity, because loop avoidance uses a 
Control Plane with a global view of network 
topology

 Fast restoration of connectivity after failure, 
again because of Link State routing's global 
view of network topology

 Under failure, the property that only directly 
affected traffic is impacted during 
restoration; all unaffected traffic just 
continues



 Ideas are rejected by IEEE 802.1. 

 accepted by the IETF and the TRILL WG is formed.

 Whoops, there is a problem. They start 802.1aq for 
spanning tree based shortest path bridging

 Whoops, spanning tree doesn’t hack it. They copy a little of 
using IS-IS and nicknames from TRILL but don’t actually do 
routing. 
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 is an IETF Standard implemented by devices called 
Rbridges (routing bridges) or TRILL Switches.

 TRILL uses two different mechanisms to forward 
packets, making it difficult to know the path of 
packets.

 TRILL is susceptible to out-of-order packets when 
the MAC state transitions from unknown to known 
for Multicast, broadcast and Unknown packets.







 802.1aq builds on all existing Ethernet Operations, 
administration and management (OA&M). Since 
802.1aq ensures that its unicast and multicast 
packets for a given virtual lan (VLAN) follow the 
same forward and reverse path and use completely 
standard 802 encapsulations.



 In the modern data center, traditional 
technologies are limiting the speed, 
flexibility, scalability, and manageability of 
application deployments. There is emerging 
interest in the industry in overlay 
technologies, which may address some of 
these challenges.







 “IEEE 802.1aq” 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_802.1aq

 http://cciethebeginning.wordpress.com/2008/11/20/difference
s-between-stp-and-rstp/

 http://etherealmind.com/spb-attention/
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_802.1aq
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TRILL_(computing)
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TRILL_Compare_Contrast-DN4634.pdf
 http://nanog.org/meetings/nanog50/presentations/Monday/NA

NOG50.Talk63.NANOG50_TRILL-SPB-Debate-Roisman.pdf
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